
GIS APPLICATIONSGIS APPLICATIONS

FF GIS is a tool just like a hammerGIS is a tool just like a hammer
FF The power of GIS depends on The power of GIS depends on 

how to use it how to use it 



An Urban GIS ApplicationAn Urban GIS Application

FF A Neighborhood Complaint ExampleA Neighborhood Complaint Example



The ComplaintThe Complaint

FF A Community group in Metro Toronto A Community group in Metro Toronto 
has been complaining that access to has been complaining that access to 
public parks is biased towards affluent public parks is biased towards affluent 
neighborhoods.neighborhoods.



ObjectiveObjective

FF Provide concrete evidence that the Provide concrete evidence that the 
complaint is either true or falsecomplaint is either true or false



EvidenceEvidence
FF Distribution of NeighborhoodsDistribution of Neighborhoods

–– Higher no. of poor neighborhoods farther awayHigher no. of poor neighborhoods farther away

FF Distribution of PopulationDistribution of Population
–– Larger poor population in more  distant Larger poor population in more  distant 

neighborhoodsneighborhoods

FF Distribution of Per Capita IncomeDistribution of Per Capita Income
–– Lower value in farther neighborhoodsLower value in farther neighborhoods



VariablesVariables

FF Wealth of NeighborhoodWealth of Neighborhood
–– IncomeIncome

FF AccessibilityAccessibility
–– Distance to ParksDistance to Parks



DefinitionDefinition
FF WealthWealth

–– Rich if income >= average incomeRich if income >= average income

–– Poor if income < average incomePoor if income < average income

FF Accessibility to parksAccessibility to parks
–– Closer if distance <= average distanceCloser if distance <= average distance

–– Farther if distance > average distanceFarther if distance > average distance



WealthWealth

Accessibility to parksAccessibility to parks

DataData
EA Data and LocationsEA Data and Locations Park LocationsPark Locations



Wealth and AccessibilityWealth and Accessibility

Rich Neighborhoods
Poor Neighborhoods Easy Access to Parks

Less  Access to Parks



ResultsResults
FF Distribution of Poor NeighborhoodsDistribution of Poor Neighborhoods

–– 40% of poor neighborhoods farther away40% of poor neighborhoods farther away

FF Distribution of PopulationDistribution of Population
–– 45.5% of lower income people farther away45.5% of lower income people farther away

FF Distribution of Per Capita Income (PCI)Distribution of Per Capita Income (PCI)
–– PCI near: 22.04K; PCI near: 22.04K; away: 25.31Kaway: 25.31K



ConclusionConclusion

FF The claim cannot be supported by the  The claim cannot be supported by the  
available data and its analysis.available data and its analysis.


